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a b s t r a c t

Big data, Internet of things (IoT), and cloud computing have been recognized a family of technologies
for a connected world. Besides hailed hope for the future, there are also challenges to security due to
complexity and unpredictability of the Internet, clouds, and data. One of the challenges is information and
data exchange, for example, identifying untrustworthy cloud users and analyzing abnormal user behavior
during information exchange. This paper addresses exchangemechanism,which is a useful theoretic basis
to make secure electronic commerce and electronic business transactions possible. To ensure and verify
the property of fairness, a crucial property of exchange mechanism, this paper proposes a specific model
for behavior analysis based on the extensive game with imperfect information. Rationality and fairness
properties are built in the corresponding game and the game tree. To verify the properties, a tree analysis
method is proposed, and a linear time algorithm is given. As a case study, some flaws of the ASW protocol
are found.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The number of physical objects connected to the Internet is
growing at an amazing rate. The Internet of Things (IoT) is a novel
paradigm that a variety of things or objects are able to interactwith
each other and cooperate with their neighbors to reach common
goals. There are a lot of domains and environments in which the
IoT will play a remarkable role and improve the quality of our lives
in the near future, including domotics, transportation, healthcare,
and industrial automation [1]. In the IoT, Internet protocols are
crucial in the communication of exchange message. For the IoT
protocols, security and privacy play a significant role in all markets
globally due to the sensitivity of consumers privacy [2].
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As the amount of data and information increases, the big data
analyzing and informs and supports decision making becomes
increasingly important. Big Data analytics is one of the core
technologies used by businesses today for decision making and
applying game theory data science for strategic decision making,
is definitely an intelligent move that will help enterprises predict
likely outcomes for businesses, individuals and societies. Games
theory is the study of strategic decisionmaking, and games provide
alternative means of sharing information and knowledge and
participating in decision making. In [3], game theory is applied to
model the mechanisms for big data analytics and decision making
in the field of geosciences and remote sensing.

Cloud computing is defined as an access model to an on-
demand network of shared configurable computing sources such
as networks, servers, warehouses, applications, and services. With
the rapid development of cloud computing, it brings people to
enjoy the convenience such that more lower costs, improved
operational efficiency and so on.Howevermore severe information
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security challenges are faced. In the open cloud computing,
attackers have a greater temptation, like opening access interface
of the cloud, end-users can directly use the cloud and cloud service.
For example, Amazon web service does not have any access rights
to customer instances and cannot log into the guest operating
system; customers may utilize certificate-based SSHv2 to access
the virtual instance to share service with others [4]. For the
open net work, the middle attack in which the attacker makes
independent connections with the victims and relays messages
between them, may bring more serious broken than the current
use of the Internet to share resources [5]. The behavior of end-
user is an important part in the credibility of cloud computing
security. Authentication technology is relatively mature, but does
not prevent malicious destruction of legal status. The analysis
of cloud end-user behavior is a research focus for the cloud
computing.

In the open cloud computing, there are some protocol
mechanisms and resource allocationmechanisms to exchange and
share the electronic resource. Game theory was considered as a
formal model for protocol [6–9] and resource allocation [10–14]
frequently in recent years. In [15], Chuang Ma had considered
an IPv6 control protocol based on game theory to maximize the
throughput. J.M. Estevez-Tapiador adopted game theory to model
the information of protocols [16]. Chenming Li used a complete
information dynamic game model for an automated negotiation
protocol [17]. Tian Jun gave a game theory model based on carrier
sense multiple access protocol in wireless network [18].

An exchange protocol [19] is fair if at the end of exchange, either
each participant receives expected items or neither two receives
any useful formation about the other’s items. Such protocol
example includes signing of electronic contracts, certified e-mail
delivery, and purchase of network delivered services [20,21]. Due to
difficulties in understanding fairness, there are some definitions
given by researchers [22,23].

In [24], the notion of rational exchange is introduced by
Syverson in 1998. The rationality is another property of protocol
which can replace the fairness to resolve the problem. A rational
exchange protocol provides incentives so that rational (self-
interested) parties have more reason to follow the protocol
faithfully than to deviate from it.

For the rationality and fairness properties, there were some
works [25,26,11]. Furthermore, Gu applied game theory and
process algebra to analyze the fair exchange protocols [27]. The
basic idea of game-based model for fair exchange protocols was
offered in [28]. They did not consider the unreliability of network
when modeling fairness.

In this paper, an extensive game with imperfect information is
adopted to model exchange protocols. The participants are taken
as rational players; the communicating messages are actions of
players. The rationality and fairness properties are defined on the
payoffs of players. An analysis method of the corresponding game
tree with its a linear time algorithm is presented to compute
weights of leaves on the tree.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2
presents some basic concepts of an extensive game in game theory.
Section 3 describes how to transform an exchange protocol to
an extensive game with perfect information. A formal model of a
rational exchange protocol on the subgame perfect equilibrium is
presented in Section 4. Section 5 analyzes the Syverson protocol
in the model. The relationship with Buttyán’s model is shown in
Section 6. Sections 7 and 8 consider the fairness property and
analyze fair exchange protocol. Section 9 gives the conclusion of
this paper.

2. Extensive game

This section introduces basic definitions of extensive game
theory [29,30] that will be used later.

Definition 1 (Extensive Game). An extensive game with informa-
tion is a tuple Γ = ⟨N,H, P, (≽)i∈N⟩, where:

• N is a set of players, and i is an element of the set N;
• H is a set of action sequences history that satisfies the following

three properties:
1. the empty sequence ∅ is an element the set H ,
2. if (ak)k=1,...,K ∈ H (where K may be infinite) and L < K , then

(ak)k=1,...,L ∈ H , and
3. if an infinite action sequence (ak)∞k=1 satisfies (ak)k=1,...,I ∈ H

for every positive integer I , then (ak)∞k=1 ∈ H .
Each member of H is a history, and each component of a

history is an action a ∈ A, where A is the action set of players. A
history (ak)k=1,...,K ∈ H is terminal if it is infinite, or if there is no
aK+1 such that (ak)k=1,...,K+1 ∈ H . The set of terminal histories
is denoted by Z .

• P is a player function that assigns to each non-terminal history
(the set is denoted by H\Z) a member of N . In other words,
P(h)h∈(H\Z) assigns the player who takes an action after the
history h.

• (≽)i∈N is a preference relation for each player i ∈ N on Z .

The definition of the subgame of the extensive game is given as
following,

Definition 2 (Subgame). A subgame of an extensive game Γ =

⟨N,H, P, (≽)i∈N⟩ that follows the history h is an extensive game
Γ (h) = ⟨N,H|h, P|h, (≽)i∈N |h⟩, where H|h is the set of sequences
h′ of actions for which (h, h′) ∈ H . h′

∈ H|h for each ≽i |h and
h′

≽i |hh′′ is defined by (h, h′) ≽i(h, h′′), if and only if h′
∈ H|h.

The extensive game is an explicit description of the sequential
structure of the decision problems encountered by the players
in a strategic situation. The subgame perfect equilibrium of an
extensive game is given as following,

Definition 3 (Subgame Perfect Equilibrium). A subgame perfect
equilibrium of an extensive game is a strategy profile s∗ such that
for every player i ∈ N and every non-terminal h ∈ H\Z , for which
P(h) = i, it has

Oh(s∗−i|h, s
∗

i |h) ≽i |hOh(s∗−i|h, si)

for every strategy si of player i in the subgame Γ (h).

The subgame perfect equilibrium of an extensive game allows
the players to find out solutions in which each player can consider
his plan of action not only at the beginning of the game, but also at
any point of time at which he has to make a decision.

3. Exchange protocol game

An exchange protocol is naturally represented as an extensive
game [29], since during the execution of a given exchange protocol,
messages are sent one after one by different participants, until an
outcome is reached [25].

A protocol game is considered as follows,

• At each stage, only one of the participants is allowed to perform
an action. If there are two or more participants take actions
together, this would be modeled as an interleaving of several
different stages.

• If someone requires to quit the protocol in others’ stage, this
requirement is just delayed to his next stage, since other
participants only know his quite when he does not perform
actions in his stage.
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3.1. Players

The participants are modeled as players in a game, including the
trusted third party (TTP), an entity which facilitates interactions,
and be trusted by all participants.

For simplicity, this paper only considers the two-party exchange
protocols, and thus the set of players is denoted as N = {1, 2, TTP}.
Our methodology is directly extended to analyze multi-party
exchange protocols.

3.2. Actions

An exchange protocol is a set of transmitted messages by
which the participants exchange their information, which are
represented as actions in a game.

The available actions for participants are classified the following
situations,
1. send the message correctly according to the protocols;
2. send the message incorrectly (the wrong information or the

wrong destination);
3. quit the protocol without any actions.

Note that, TTP is assumed to performs correct actions always.
M is denoted as the set of actions for messages and Mi as the

message actions set of player i, including both correct messages
and incorrect ones. Furthermore, a special action q is used to
represent that players quit the protocol without any actions for a
long time.

Hence, the action set of players A in protocol game is defined as
A = Mi


{q}, where i ∈ N . An action sequence (denoted by h) is a

sequence of actions starting from the action of the first player. H is
denoted as the set of action sequences.

3.3. Player functions

An exchange protocol game is played following this way, the
first player sends a first message to initiate the protocol; each
active player takes an action from his set of available actions in his
turn stage, one after the other, in order; and the game is finished
when all player become inactive.

The player function {h ∈ H : P(h) = i} assigns an action
sequence to the player who takes the action next, determined by
the rule of the protocol.

Due to unreliability of the network, the transmitted message
may be lost, and a function fc is deemed to associate every
message with a probability measure. Each probability measure
is independent to every other such measure. For every h which
P(h) = c ,

fc(h) =


l, the message loses
r, the message reaches.

3.4. Information set

The model of an extensive game with imperfect information
allows a player, when taking an action, to have only partial
information about the actions taken previously.

In the protocol game, the information set iג is a partition on the
action sequences H of the players actions for the player i.

In some case, the player i cannot distinguish messages sent by
the other players at the stage of {h ∈ H : P(h) = i} in the protocol
game. For example, a participant cannot distinguish the situation
in which the other participant chooses q action and the situation
in which he does not receive the corresponding message. So these
situations are taken in the same information set. The information
of these actions are in the same set Ii which is an element of the
partition ,iג on which the player i has the same action set.

3.5. Payoffs

The payoffs of players are the difference value of two value
functions on the obtain and the lost for players on the terminal
states, the functions η+

i and η−

i . These are defined as follows,

η+

i =


Vi(γ−i), received the item−i
0, otherwise.

η−

i =


Vi(γi), lost his owm itemi
0, otherwise

inwhich the ‘‘received’’ means that the player i gets the itemwhich
he wants, and the ‘‘lost’’ means that the player i pays out his own
item. γi is denoted as the item of the player i, and γ−i as the item
of another player.

The payoffs of the terminal state (z ∈ Z) for player i can be
defined as a utility function ui(z), where ui(z) = η+

i − η−

i . For
a specific exchange protocol, if the exchange is successful, the
payoff of each player is greater than zero, say, for every player,
Vi(item−i) − Vi(itemi) > 0.

3.6. The subgame of the protocol

The definition of the subgame is shown in the Section 2. This
section shows how to build the subgame of the exchange protocol
game. A subgame is a game that have precondition of an action
sequence h ∈ H\Z . let us consider the subgame of the exchange
protocol game.

In an extensive game, it considers two types of subgame in the
extensive game.
(1) h = θ : in this subgame, all the set of players, the set of actions,

player function and payoff are the same to the extensive game.
The striking difference between the two games is that the
subgame is a strategic game which will not consider about the
sequence of actions. It just thinks about the Nash equilibrium
of strategy profile.

(2) h ∈ H\{Z, θ}: these types of subgames also are strategic
games. The set of actions are in the action sequences h′ which
is defined by (h, h′) ∈ H , and the payoffs of the players on the
Z are the same to the extensive game. It just consider the game
after the action sequences h.

3.7. An example: Syverson exchange protocol

An exchange protocol proposed by Syverson in [24] is
introduced in this section, as an example using the exchange
protocol game. The Syverson exchange protocol illustrated as
follows, is an on-line exchange protocol of a vendor V is selling
Goods to a customer C .
Message1 V → C : [DescriptionofGoods, Goodsk, ω(k)]K−1

V

Message2 C → V : [Payment, Message1]K−1
C

Message3 V → C : [K , Message2]K−1
V

.

The detail of the Syverson exchange protocol is introduced in
the Section 5.4. For this protocol, its exchange protocol game is
modeled as Γ s

= ⟨N s,Hs, P s, (≽)Si∈Ns⟩. There only two players
in the protocol, denoted as C and V . N s

= {V , C}. For the
action, m1, m2 and m3 are used for the right three messages.
m∗

1 , m∗

2 and m∗

3 are added for all the wrong there messages
which are not correspond to the protocol. So, the action set
As

= {m1,m2,m3,m∗

1,m
∗

2,m
∗

3, q}. For the player function P s, it is
obvious: the first and third message actions belong to V and the
second belongs to C . The messages that sent and received are their
information set. For the payoff, u−

V and u+

C are denoted values of the
Goods for V and C , u+

V and u−

C for the Payment. The more analysis
of the Syverson exchange protocol is presented in the Section 5.4.
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4. Formal model of rational exchange

The definition of the rational exchange protocol on the subgame
perfect equilibrium in the extensive game is proposed in this
section.

Informally, a two-party rational exchange protocol is an
exchange protocol in which both main parties are motivated to
behave correctly and to follow the protocol faithfully. If one of the
parties deviates from the protocol, then she may bring the other,
correctly behaving party in a disadvantageous situation, but she
cannot gain any advantages by the misbehavior. It is very similar
to the concept of a subgame perfect equilibrium of extensive game.
This inspired us to give a formal definition of rational exchange in
terms of a subgame perfect equilibrium of extensive game in the
protocol game.

Definition 4 (Two-Party Rational Exchange Protocol). Let us con-
sider a two-party exchange protocol, the set of players is N =

(1, 2), the strategy profile (s∗1, s
∗

2) is the action sequence which the
participants follow the protocol faithfully. The protocol is said to
be rational

iff (s∗1, s
∗

2) is a subgame perfect equilibrium of an extensive
game in the protocol game, for every player and every
non-terminal history h ∈ H\Z;

About a normal exchange protocol, it also is defined on the sub-
game perfect equilibrium. The normal exchange protocol would be
considered as a N-party exchange protocol.

Definition 5. Let us consider a two-party exchange protocol,
the set of players is N = (1, 2, . . . , n), the strategy profile
(s∗1, s

∗

2, . . . , s
∗
n) is the action sequence which the participants

follow the protocol faithfully. The protocol is said to be rational

iff (s∗1, s
∗

2, . . . , s
∗
n) is a subgame perfect equilibrium of an

extensive game in the protocol game, for every player and
every non-terminal history h ∈ H\Z;

5. Game tree and analysis of the Syverson protocol

5.1. Game tree

For the extensive game, there is a very useful graphic tool called
game tree [29], which can be used to analyze the protocol game.

Conceptually, the root of a tree, denoted by a small circle,
represents the initial state ∅ (the starting point of the extensive
game). The edges of a tree correspond to the player actions. The
path from the root node correspond the action sequences. The leaf
nodes of the tree denote the terminal state Z , and the values in the
side brackets express the payoffs at this terminal action sequences.
Each node except root and leaves assigns a player, and the nodes in
same tree layer are assigned to same player. The edges under these
nodes correspond to actions of the assigned player.

5.2. Weight

Weight actions is defined tomake up the payoffs of players in the
protocol game tree, Aweight action is an action in a protocolwhose
occurrence affects the payoffs of the corresponding terminal state.
So in the most exchange protocols, the weight actions usually are
the messages in which the exchange participants get items or pay
out items.

A weight is assigned to each node in the game tree as the
payoff when the game is ended at the current node, which can be
calculated by our proposed algorithm. In this way, the payoffs of
players would be easily fixed on every terminal state.

5.3. A linear algorithm

A linear time algorithm is introduced to calculate the weight
of the nodes in protocol game tree. Firstly, the weight on the foot
of tree is defined {0, 0}, then search its child nodes, if the edges
between them are not in the set of weight action, the weight on
a child node is the same as their parent node. If a edge is in the
set, the weight on the node is equal to the sum of its parent node’
weight and the weight of the edge right after this node.

Given a protocol game treeΓ withD depth, and the value action
edges E(x, y). For the value of all node(N) in the tree:

value[0] = (0, 0)
for i : 1 → D
N ∈ depth i
value[N] = value[parent[N]] + value[E(parent[N],N)].

This linear algorithm can be used to compute weights of all
leaves in game tree. These weights will be use to check the
properties of exchange protocols.

Conceptually, an extensive game can be considered of as a tree
in the [29]. The root node of the tree which be denoted by a
small circle represent the initial history ∅ (the starting point of
the extensive game). The edges of the tree which is among the
tree layers correspond to actions of the players. These crease line
segments that emanate from the root node correspond the action
sequences in the game. And the leaf nodes of the tree denote the
terminal state Z , and the values in the side brackets express the
payoffs of players at this terminal action sequences history. All
nodes except those two types assign the players in the game. All
those nodes in the same tree layer denote the same player; the
edges under those nodes correspond to the actions of the player.

5.4. The Syverson protocol

Rationality property is proposed as application for the weak
protection of secrets in which weakness is not just acceptable
but desirable. In the big data, IoT and cloud computing, weak
protection is tolerated because of a number of problems associated
with stronger stuff: availability, cost (bothmonetary and resource),
and legal or policy restrictions. For example, in order to get more
information, many application programs of mobile phone and
other devices provide incentives so that principals operating out
of enlightened self-interest have more reason to proceed with the
application at each point than to abort. The Syverson exchange
protocol illustrated as follows is a protocol designed through this
way to exchange message.

Message1 V → C : [DescriptionofGoods,Goodsk, ω(k)]K−1
V

Message2 C → V : [Payment, Message1]K−1
C

Message3 V → C : [K , Message2]K−1
V

.

In this protocol, a vendor V is selling Goods to a customer
C . In the first step of the protocol, V generates the description
of goods and a random key k; encrypts Goods with k; computes
the temporarily secret commitment ω(k); and use his private K−1

V
encrypts all the message, send it to C .

When C receivesm1, she uses the public key of V to decrypt the
m1 and verifies the description of goods. If C is satisfied, then she
sends the encrypted by her private keymessagem2 which contains
payment and m1 to V .

When V receives m2, he uses the public key of C to decrypt
the m2, verifies the payment and checks if it contains m1. If he is
satisfied, then he sends the key k to C in the message m3, which
is encrypted by his private key and contains the received message
m2.
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Fig. 1. Game tree of Syverson protocol.

When C receives m3, she decrypt it, and checks if it contains
m2. Then, she decrypt the encrypted goods in m1 which the key
received inm3. For the details on the protocol, the reader is referred
to [24].

As the exchange protocol game presented in the Section 3.7,
Fig. 1 is the game tree of Syverson protocol. Because of the
temporarily secret commitment and the reputation, the payoffs of
players are considered as u−

C and u−

V . For any non-terminal action
sequences h ∈ {θ,m1,m1m2}, the strategy profile (s∗V , s∗C ) inwhich
s∗V = m1m3 and s∗C = m2 is a sub-game perfect equilibrium. So the
Syverson protocol is a rational exchange protocol in our model.

6. Relationship with Buttyán’s model

This section shows the relationship between the model defined
in the Section 4 and Buttyán’s. In the [31], Levente Buttyán gives a
formal definition for rational exchange relating it to the concept of
Nash equilibrium in games. This paper presents a formal definition
for the rational exchange in the extensive game with perfect
information relating it to the concept of the subgame perfect
equilibrium of an extensive game.

The relationship between Buttyán’s model with ours should be
considered. Buttyán’smodel takes the rational protocol on the best
Nash equilibrium, and our one takes the rational protocol on the
subgame equilibrium.

For the relationship between the Nash equilibrium of an
extensive game and the subgame perfect equilibrium of an
extensive game, the subgame perfect equilibrium of an extensive
game is stricter than the Nash equilibrium of an extensive game.
In the game theory, the Nash equilibrium of an extensive game can
imply the subgame perfect equilibrium of an extensive game. In
another words, the subgame perfect equilibrium of an extensive
game is contained in the Nash equilibrium of an extensive game.
The subgame perfect equilibrium is a subset of Nash equilibrium.

But in Buttyán’s model, he considers the best Nash equilibrium.
For the rationality of players in the game, so the best Nash
equilibrium also is the subgame perfect equilibrium. Because if
(s∗1, s

∗

2) is the best Nash equilibrium in an two-parties exchange
protocol game, (s∗1|h, s

∗

2|h) is the best Nash equilibrium in any other
subgame in which the h is a non-terminal action sequence history
that the two player choose the action according to the strategy
profile (s∗1, s

∗

2). Buttyán’s model is contained in ours.
But Buttyán’s model cannot imply ours. It would pick out and

throw away some rational exchange protocol. In some protocols,
there are some Nash equilibriums, but no a best Nash equilibrium,
only exist the subgame perfect equilibrium. The following example
can illustrate this point completely.

6.1. An example

In this section, a rational protocol illustrated as follows is
considered to show the relationship between the two models of
the rational exchange protocol.

U → S : m1 = (Namesrv)
S → U : m2 = (Psrv, tid)
U → S : m3 = (U; S; tid, Psrv, h(rnd),

σu(U, S, tid, val, h(rnd)))
S → U : m4 = (srv)
U → S : m5 = (rnd)

• if S received them3 andm5;

S → B : m6 = (m3, rnd, σS(m1, rnd))

• if S received only the m3;

S → B : m′

6 = (m3, σS(m1)).

The above protocol is used for transferring payment from a user
U to a sell S in exchange for some service provided by S toU . In this
protocol, besides the two exchange parties, there is a bank Bwhich
is a trusted third party.

In the first step of the protocol, the use U sends the name of
service to the sell S to ask the price of the service. When S receives
m1, she generates a fresh transaction identifier tid, put the price
and the tid in the message m2 and send it to U .

When U receives m2, U generates a random number rnd
and computes its hash value h(rnd), then, generates the digital
signature σu(U; S; tid; val; h(rnd)) and sends the messagem3 to S.

When S receives m3, she provides the service to U(represented
by sending m4 = srv). If U is satisfied, then she sends the random
number rnd to S.

If S receivesm3 andm5, then she generates the digital signature
σS(m1, rnd), and sends m6 to B. If S received only m3, then she
generates the digital signature σS(m1), and sends m′

6 to B. For B,
it receive the message, and use the information in the message to
verify the transaction between U and S. If it received m6, it still
verifies that the hash value of rnd equals the hash value inm3. If all
these are successful, then it logs the transaction, and transfers the
value val from the account of U to the account of S. Upon reception
of m′

6, B performs the transaction verification, and if these are
successful, then it debits the account of U with the value val, but it
do not credit V ′s account.

This protocol is a variation of a rational exchange protocol
in [25], added two steps for the two exchange parties asking the
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Fig. 2. Game tree of example protocol.

price of the server. This also is a rational exchange protocol. There
are three prices P1, P2 and P3 (P1 ≤ P2 ≤ P3) sent by the player S,
in which P1 and P2 can be accepted by the player U . Its exchange
protocol game isΓ e

= ⟨Ne,He, Pe, (≽)ei∈Ne⟩, whereNe
= {U, S, B}.

The action set Ae
= {m1, p1, p2, p3,m3,m4,m5,m6,m′

6, q}. For the
payoff, η−

U1
and η+

S1
are denoted values of the service for U and

S at the price P1, η+

U1
and η−

S1
for the val. So, u1

U = η+

U1
− η−

U1

describes the payoff for U , and u1
S = η+

S1
− η−

S1
for S at the success

exchange in the price P1. (u2
U , u2

S), (u
3
S and u3

S) are defined in the
same way for the prices P2 and P3. Through the game tree of the
protocol in the Fig. 2, it is easy to find that there are two non-zero
Nash equilibriums in which the payoffs of players is (u1

U , u1
S) and

(u2
U , u2

S). For P1 ≤ P2, u1
U ≻U u2

U and u2
S ≻S u1

S . There does not exist
the best Nash equilibrium in this rational protocol. But, the game
exist the subgame perfect equilibrium. For the Buttyán’s model,
this protocol is not a rational exchange protocol, but for our one, it
is a rational protocol. So, our model strictly contains the Buttyán’s.

7. Fair exchange

There are two fairness properties for exchange protocols
defined in this game model.

Definition 6 (Strict Fairness). Let Γ2 denote a two-party exchange
protocol game. The strategy (action sequences) sets of two players
1 and 2, is defined as ΣS1 and ΣS2. The protocol Γ2 is strictly fair
iff

∀S1 ∈ ΣS1, ∀S2 ∈ ΣS2,
For ∀z ∈ Z,

(u1(z), u2(z)) ∈ {(V1(γ2) − V1(γ1), V2(γ1) − V2(γ1)), (0, 0)}.

A strictly fair two-party exchange protocolmeans there are only
two couples of values (the two are (V1(γ2) − V1(γ1), V2(γ1) −

V2(γ1)) and (0,0)) on the all terminal states of the protocol game
for the two exchange participants. For its game tree, there also only
two type weights (V1(γ2) − V1(γ1), V2(γ1) − V2(γ1)) and (0, 0) on
the every leaf.

This type fairness is very strict, which means that whatever
the participants do, after completion of protocols run, either each
participant receives the expected item or neither two receives any
useful information about the other’s item. It guarantees that any
participant (nomatterwhether participants behave correctly or try
to cheat) will be fairness at the end of protocol.

Definition 7 (Ordinary Fairness). Let Γ2 denote a two-party
exchange protocol game. The strategy (action sequences) sets of

two players 1 and 2, is defined asΣS1 andΣS2. The action strategy
profile that corresponds to the faithful execution of protocol is
defined by (S∗

1 , S
∗

2 ). The protocol Γ2 is ordinarily fair iff

∀S2 ∈ ΣS2 :

u1(S∗

1 , S2) > −V1(γ1)

and ∀S1 ∈ ΣS1,
u2(S1, S∗

2 ) > −V2(γ2).

Ordinary fairness guarantees that a correctly behaving partici-
pant cannot be in any disadvantages (no matter whether the other
participant behave correctly or try to cheat).

Effectiveness: If two parties behave correctly, they will receive
the expected items without any involvement of the TTP .

This property can be formal as in the tree, there exist a path from
the root node to a non-zero value’s leaf node in which there are no
the node of TTP .

Non-repudiation: If an item has been sent from party 1 to party
2, 1 cannot deny origin of the item and 2 cannot deny receipt of the
item. About this, an action of message mi is non-repudiation. This
property can be defined as the length of its information set is one
in the protocol game. miג| | = 1.

8. Analysis of fair exchange protocol

In this section, the ASW protocol is adopted as a case study, to
show the usage of our methodology.

8.1. ASW protocol

In the big data, IoT and cloud computing, fairness is proposed
to guarantee to each participant (eventual) delivery of the agreed
things, objects or information. Especially in the open market-
oriented cloud computing, the fair mechanisms play an important
role for the Internet business. Another thing related to fairness is
nonrepudiation, what provides nonrepudiation of origin, proof of
who the sender of a message is, or nonrepudiation of receipt, proof
of who received the message, or both. These should bring the user
more security during information exchange in the Internet. ASW
protocol is an asynchronous, optimistic fair exchange protocol
introduced by Asokan, Shoup and Waidner [21]. ASW protocol
contains three sub-protocols: exchange, abort and resolve. In the
normal case, only the exchange sub-protocol is executed. The other
two sub-protocols are used only if something wrong and forcibly
complete a protocol run.

The exchange sub-protocol is as follows.

1. O → R : me1 = Vo, VR, TTP, C,H(M),

sSO(VO, VR, TTP, C,H(M))

IF R gives up THEN quit ELSE
2. R → O : me2 = H(keyR), sSR(mes1,H(keyR))

IF O gives up THEN abort ELSE
3. O → R : me3 = M, keyO

IF R gives up THEN resolve_R ELSE
4. R → O : me4 = keyR

IF O gives up THEN resolve_O ELSE.

The abort sub-protocol is as follows.

1. O → TTP : ma1 = aborted,me1, sSO(aborted,me1)
IF R has resolved THEN resolve_O ELSE

2. TTP → O : abort_token = ma1, sSTTP(ma1).
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Fig. 3. Game tree of ASW protocol.

The resolve_R sub-protocol is as follow.

1. R → TTP : mrr1 = VR,me1,me2, keyR
IF aborted THEN

2. TTP → R : mrr2 = abort_token
ELSE

3. TTP → R : mrr3 = M, keyO.

The resolve_O sub-protocol is as follows.

1. O → TTP : mro1 = VO,me1,me2,M, keyO
IF aborted THEN

2. TTP → O : mro2 = abort_token
ELSE

3. TTP → O : affidavit_token = affidavit,mro1,
sSTTP(affidavit,mro1).

In the exchange sub-protocol, if R decides to give up before
sending me2, it can simply terminate the protocol run without
losing fairness. If O decides to give up after sending me1 (Usually
because O does not receive me2 within a reasonable time), it
invokes the TTP by running the abort sub-protocol. If R decides to
give up after sending me2 (typically because R does not receive
me3 in time), it invokes the TTP by running the resolve_R sub-
protocol. If O decides to give up after sending me3 (typically
because O does not receive me4 in time), it invokes the TTP by
running the resolve_O sub-protocol.

8.2. Tree analysis method

The exchange protocol game of a ASW protocol is an extensive
game ΓASW = ⟨N,H, P, fc, ,iג (≽)i∈N⟩. The player set NASW =

{O, R, TTP}. In the ASW protocol, the messages with wrong
information can easily uncovered by recipient. So, it is not need
to care about those actions. MO = {me1,me3,ma1,mro1}, MR =

{me2,me4,mrr1}. The actions set A = MO


MR


{q}.
By the game tree in the Fig. 3, it clearly finds that O cannot

distinguish the three situations:

1. me1’s lost;
2. R’s q action at the second step;
3. me2’s lost.

In the first situation, the protocol will be aborted at the end
because R cannot receive me1. For the last one, the protocol will
abort or use resolve sub-protocol. In these two, the protocol runs
without losing fairness. But in the second situation, if R sends
mrr1 to start the resolve_R sub-protocol when he does not send
me2,O cannot abort the protocol or use the resolve_O sub-protocol.

Because, R has taken the resolve_R sub-protocol and O has not got
the me2 to start the resolve_O sub-protocol. So, in such way, R
can get me1, keyO, but O cannot get me2, keyR at the end of the
protocol.

It also finds that ASW protocol has considered the unreliability
of channels between two exchange participates, but the channels
between the two parties and TTP are not considered.

9. Conclusion

In order to address the security challenge of information ex-
change for big data, IoT, and cloud computing, a specific extensive-
game model for behavior analysis of exchange mechanism based
on the extensive game with imperfect information in this paper.
Rationality property is built on the subgame perfect equilibrium of
the corresponding game, and fairness property in the correspond-
ing game tree. It is comparedwith the Buttyán’smodel of the ratio-
nal exchange protocolwhich is defined in terms of anNash equilib-
rium to shown that this definition is more powerful. To verify the
properties, a tree analysis method is proposed for exchange mech-
anism, and a linear time algorithm is given for the game tree. The
ASW protocol as a case study is used for this method. Some flaws
are detected by this method.
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